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ISO 27001
MDSL holds ISO 27001:2013 data 
security accreditation

Data Security

98%
MDSL boasts the highest customer 
retention rate in the industry.

Customer Retention Rate

$12B+
Enterprises trust MDSL to manage over 
$12 Billion in global technology spend.

Spend Under Management

20+ years
Delivering FinTech solutions to large 
financial organizations.

Over twenty years’ experience

 Control end-user access to web-based market data.

WEB-DELIVERED MARKET DATA 
SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE GROWING AT AN 
EXPLOSIVE RATE.

Organizations are spending millions of dollars on these services, yet very little 
is known about their actual usage, provisioning and access control remains 
unmanaged, and compliance issues remain unsolved. Learn how MDSL’s Access 
Control Engine (ACE+) assists your firm with improving clarity, compliance, and 
control for your web-based subscriptions.

Current Challenges for Web-Delivered Market Data

• Can you actively control which users have access to web services?

• Can you ensure only the correct users access the services and that they aren’t 
being shared?

• Can you prevent users having free trials if they are invited to by vendors?

• Do you know which logins are being used the most and who actually uses them? 
Which have zero or low usage?

• Can you centrally and securely manage login credentials to automate your 
onboarding and leavers process?



Our new Access Compliance Engine is a simple browser plugin (Internet Explorer, 
Google Chrome & Firefox), that seamlessly integrates with your existing MDM install. 
When a user visits an MDM Managed Site (e.g. Moody’s Credit Edge), the browser plugin 
will communicate with MDM to discover whether that user is permissioned to 
the service.

If their access is denied, they will be automatically redirected to Request & 
Procurement Manager (RPM) where they can request access to that service. If their 
access is allowed, they will be seamlessly logged in without ever entering any 
login credentials

MDSL SOLUTIONS
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TRANSACTION RECONCILIATION 
REPORTING (TRR)

APPLICATION COMPLIANCE 
MANAGER (ACM)

ACCESS COMPLIANCE 
ENGINE (ACE)

MARKET DATA 
MANAGEMENT (MDM)

INDEX LICENSE 
MANAGEMENT (ILM)

TELECOM EXPENSE 
MANAGEMENT (TEM)

Our partnership with MDSL has provided us 
with automation and control over the most 
complex, time-consuming processes in our 
market data estate.” 

INTERNATIONAL BANK

SECURE PASSWORD VAULT
Use of Single-Sign-On (SSO) to 
minimize disruption. 

COST ALLOCATION & CHARGEBACK
A range of options to efficiently allocate costs. 
Allocate based on usage or allocate research 
costs to clients. 

LIGHTWEIGHT ARCHITECTURE
Unintrusive, browser-based plugin to control 
access to web-delivered data. No local database 
install required.  

INTEGRATION WITH MDM
Seamlessly integrates with Market Data Manager 
(MDM) to identify supported services, retrieve 
logins and check user permissioning. 

BROWSER COMPATIBILITY
Plugins available for Internet Explorer, Google 
Chrome & Firefox 

PREVENT LOGIN SHARING
Prevent the financial and reputational risks 
involved with users sharing logins 

SELF-CERTIFICATION
Prompt users to identify services they no 
longer require 

COST SAVINGS
Eliminate services with zero usage and efficiently 
recycle logins. Utilize accurate usage data to 
negotiate improved contracts. 

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Use MDSL’s award winning analytics to get 
detailed insight into your market data usage

Reach out for more information:
USA +1 (212) 201 6199  EMEA +44 (0)1892 545353
For a demonstration visit mdsl.com/request-demo


